The Navy Corps

The Lazarus Union

International Maritime is a ubiquitous part of
the history of mankind and is active in
almost all countries of the world.

The Lazarus Union has its roots in 1973 and
then further developed (with some rocky
detours) in 2010 to the Lazarus Union in its
present form and structure.

Some landlocked countries do not maintain
seafaring in the traditional sense but maintain the naval tradition on their lakes and
rivers.
Generally speaking, naval comradeship is
therefore an international component of
most countries and, for this reason, it forms
an integral part of the Lazarus Union as well.
Having this in mind, in some Member
States, naval comradeships have been
founded.
Furthermore, countless members within our
Lazarus Union are gripped by the spirit of
seafaring and can be proud of having undergone seafaring training.

It is, according to its possibilities, a worldwide Charitable Organization for all who
need help, friendship, comfort and care.
The main areas of focus are:
Joy to other fellow humans
Disaster support
Support for handicapped humans
Support for the homeless
With more than 22.000 members in more
than 120 countries and on all continents (as
of June 1st 2020), the Lazarus Union is
currently the largest organization of all
"Lazarus Groups" in the world.

Organization in General Consultative Status as
NGO with the United Nations-ECOSOC in
Vienna, Geneva and New York

UN-register number: 632158

This was also the reason for the founder of
the Lazarus Union to approve an own
internal Navy Uniform for the Lazarus Union.
Contact:
marcus.reichenberger@csli-deutschland.de

www.lazarus-union.org

The Command

The Uniform

Goals and Visions

Every successful organization has and
needs an effective leadership team. For the
Navy Corps of the Lazarus Union, the
following comrades have taken over the
responsibility:

You will receive the permission to wear the
internationally accepted Navy Corps Uniform according to your rank, which will be
fixed by the Command of the Navy Corps in
accordance with the applicant’s function and
his grade of training.

Voluntary aid projects
Appreciable exchange
Maritime education and training
Joint meetings and journeys
Participation in events
Worldwide network
Camaraderie
Changing society positively
and more
Nobody is obliged, everybody is invited!
A principle that is always valid!
Everyone is picked up from his personal
starting point!

Prof.Dr. Lothar Gellert, Adm CSLI NC
General Plenipotentiary of Lazarus Union

Example of a probation award

Promotions can be achieved:
- After an appropriate training
- by committment
- by active participation
Marcus Reichenberger, VAdm CSLI NC
Commander of the Navy Corps

Dr. Thomas Draxler, RAdm CSLI NC
Deputy Commander of the Navy Corps

Awards
Awards cannot be "purchased", they are
presented for special performances. The
Navy Corps and the Lazarus Union however
have several possibilities, to show their
gratefulness for specific performances in the
meaning of the Mission Statement of the
Lazarus Union. More information can be
obtained on our Homepage

Navy Corps service award in gold
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